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Abstract  

This rewieu article objective , will be of concern  by  the  prosthetic provisional methods for enhancing   the 

success  of an implant-supported  crown in the aesthetic  zone and  also,them fuctionality  ,in cases - where  

delayed  implant placement is  the only available treatment  option  for patients missing  single teeth or more, in 

general  cases.  In  this direction,  the  ideea of restore by  provisional  is  a  helping and usefully  value  method 

in  treatment degree normal  algorithm and  also in preventive  dentistry  for acciving a good  functionality  and  

stop  in  meantime  the dysfuctionaity  of  stomatognathic  system evolution ,that can appear, and the balancing 

of intraoral  gnatologichal  parameters  elements status. 

Keywords : stomatognathic  system, intraoral  rehabilitation, provisional  provisory  

,homeostasis,dysfunctionality.  

 Introduction  

                  Oral implantology improve  

dentistry with  a new  dimension, 

revolutionizing dental prosthetics by 

allowing the arrangement of additional 

posts  that can be inserted wherever it is 

needed on the arch.                                                                                                                                                                     

In  general conventional  implant protocols 

, literature said ,advocate a two-stage 

technique with a load-free,that  follows and 

sustain the healing period. After  these 

period  ,recent studies suggest that 

immediate restoration-or loading  of 

single implants may  be a viable treatment 

option undrelained  by  the  occlusal 

clinical  stability   and  suport  and  also the  

prevention  of  modification   that  can  

appear in meantime. In  consequenses of 

these ,  this provisory  kind  of  prosthetical  

adjuvants  are considered   a very  good  

method  for maintaing the occlusal  reports  

and  functionlity and  have lower survival 

rates, of 85.7-100%, with no clear impact 

of occlusal contact.            

It was been   considered, by diferent 

authors, that several factors like  : root 

configuration, periapical pathoses, 

periodontal disease, severe bone loss, 
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patient accessibility that are able to  

determine the label  of the implant 

placement. When delayed  implant 

placement is the only  option for implant 

restoration, achieving a functional  and 

aesthetic restoration  is more complex and 

challenging  by literature 

speaking:RaigrodskiA.J.,BlockMS.,2002.[

1]                                                                                                                           

Achieving  functional and aesthetic 

implant-supported restorations in the 

partially edentulous patient  can be 

interesting  and  important  when the 

implant sites are in the anterior region and 

not in harmony with the adjacent dentition  

and  also  their aspects, such as abutment 

protection caps with variable emergence 

profiles, provisional restorations for the 

development of optimal periimplant soft 

tissue contours, and fabrication guidelines 

for different types of prosthetic 

restorations,revealed by aurhors like  

Belser UC
,
 Bernard JP, Buser D.,in 

1996]2]                                                                                                              

In another train of thoughts, literature  said  

that tapered, roughened-surface implants 

immediately  restored with single 

provisional crowns at surgery and 

definitive crowns 8 weeks later were as 

prosthodontically and aesthetically 

successful as conventionally restored two-

stage implants during the first year of 

service,undelined by Hall JA, Payne 

AG, Purton DG, Torr B, Duncan WJ, De 

Silva RK in 2007[3] 

     On the other side ,the review from the 

current literature with regard to prosthetic 

considerations and their  influence on the 

outcome of immediately loaded implants 

said that  seems to be a relatively safe 

procedure. From the prosthodontic point of 

view, there are specific guidelines to 

follow: implants should be splinted with a 

metallic bar and acrylic interim prostheses 

until full osseointegration occurs,Ghoul 

WE, Chidiac JJ.2012. [5]                       In  

meantime ,  because a healing period is 

necessary for osseointegration of the 

definitive implants,the provisional 

implants were developed to support an 

implant-supported fixed prosthesis or 

overdenture to provide retention, stability, 

and support. transitional implants are a 

provisional treatment alternative(Figure 1) 

for completely and partially edentulous 

patients said by Almeida EO, Filho 

HG, Goiatto MC.2011.[4] 

 

 

                                                                                   

        Figure 1. The  images  of  frontal area implant placement  ,the  radiography  correspondance 

and possible provisory restauration ,kemmeny prosthesis , during osteointegration (3 mouth ) 

.(clinical cases from–,,Bolta  Stomatologica,,  ,Iasi. 
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        The success of a  gnatoprosthetic  

device  adaptation,  in  general ,  that  is   

provisional  or definitive  aggregated on  

oral implants  also  depends  on  the type of 

implant that is applied in terms of its 

method and particularities of manufacture, 

but also of the application surgical  

technique.                                                                                                                                                                 

The first step in obtaining a correct and 

precise adaptation of the gnatoprosthetic 

device   is the faithful reproduction of the 

prosthetic field and the position of the 

implant. Normally each type of implant has 

its own transfer system in order to establish 

the position of the implant and its 

orientation.Forna NC (2011)[6]                                                                                                                                                         

The orientation of the design of the dental 

bridges tends towards the choice of the 

most suitable solution regarding the type of 

implant prosthesis, the location of the 

edentation and its extent, the 

morphological particularities, the relation 

with the antagonistic arch, the mechanical-

prosthetic desires mainly associated with 

the biological ones and the function of the 

implant bridge, similar to the prosthesis.                                                                          

Conventional, when correctly performed, 

contributes directly to the ―stabilization of 

the mandibulo-cranial relations and the 

restoration of functional occlusion, 

resulting in a correct overall functionality 

of the stomatognathic system.V .Burlui 

(2000).[7]                                                                                                                      

In the  maxilary  teeths  areal  we  can  

have thre specific phases .                                                          

The first phase involves provisional 

restorations immediately after tooth 

extraction and prior to implant placement; 

the second phase entails provisionalization 

after implant placement but prior to 

attaching a temporary restoration to an 

implant; and the third phase involves 

seating the actual implant-supported 

provisional restoration. The implant-

supported provisional restoration 

ultimately is used to load the implant and 

is needed to develop optimal contours of 

the peri-implant mucosa prior to 

fabricating the final prosthetical kind of  

restoration.                                                                      

Esthetically, provisional restorations after 

tooth extraction and prior to implant 

placement or during implant healing can be 

especially challenging. Combining the 

demands for an acceptable esthetic 

appearance with those of undisturbed 

tissue healing often requires a compromise 

agreed upon by patient and dentist. Several 

options for provisional restorations during 

the healing period after tooth extraction 

and/or implant placement are available.              

These include removable and fixed 

alternatives.Chen ST, Buser D,2014.[8]                                               

          Provisional implant restorations are 

essential tools used to optimize the esthetic 

outcomes for single-tooth implant 

restorations. (Figure 1)                                                                                                                            

It  has been desribe  in literature  three 

groups of available alternatives and the 

specific options within each group 

including removable prostheses: ( Figure 

1)(interim removable partial denture, 

vacuum-formed appliance), tooth-

supported prostheses (bonded extracted or 

denture teeth, cast metal or fiber-reinforced 

resin-bonded fixed partial denture [FPD], 

wire-retained resin-bonded FPD, acrylic 

resin provisional FPD), and implant-

supported fixed prostheses (implant-

retained provisional restoration)(Figure 

2,3).Andonissamy L, Vidhya NS
,
.2017[9], 

Wittneben JG, Weber HP.,2012.[10] 

We can conclude that we are seeing a 

staging in the case of emergency prosthesis 

within the oral implantology, such as the 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Andonissamy%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29207850
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Vidhya%20NS%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29207850
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totall prosthesis mask on the tooth and 

implant and the prefabricated 

crowns.(Figure4).                                                                                                              

The authors  proposes that the restorative 

dentist consider eight criteria in selecting 

the most appropriate type of provisional 

prosthesis for a specific patient situation 

including the esthetic potential, patient 

comfort, treatment time, laboratory cost, 

occlusal clearance, ease of removal, 

durability, and ease of modification 

thought and desired along the treatments 

waytime. .                                                                                                                                   

The patient's esthetic expectations are 

critical in determining the most suitable 

type of provisional restoration. Esthetically 

pleasing provisional restorations are part of 

the evolving implant continuum, making 

implant dentistry more appealing to 

practicing dentists and potential patients. 

Priest G1.,2006,[11]                                                                                                          

In this context, one should also realize that 

studies have revealed comparable patient 

satisfaction in patients following delayed 

loading once their prosthesis is in place. 

Mandatory be before before any treatment 

plan there is a re-assessment of the 

condiliary position in the glenoid cavity 

and the cranimandibular reposition.(Figure 

4).                                                                                               

In the decision-making process, this aspect 

should be properly discussed with the 

patient along with other advantages and 

disadvantages of immediate loading.[12-

17] 

 

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE: 

Provisional restorations for single implants 

have evolved from temporary expedients 

during osseous and soft tissue integration 

to critical therapeutic tools used to assess 

patient expectations, communicate with the 

laboratory, and optimize definitive implant 

treatment. The selection of the type of 

provisional restoration may significantly 

influence esthetics during the period of 

implant integration and soft tissue 

healing.[18-20] 

 

 

 

Figure. 2.Images with pacients diagnosed by  total edentation  with insufficient or poor quality 

bone supply, the implants do not load immediately, to support the fixed provisional work.(clinical 

cases from–,,Bolta  Stomatologica,,  ,Iasi. 
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Figure. 3 Images of  immediatly (early) prosthesis in implantology - theet and implants - with 

immediate loading frontal  area ( clinical cases from ,,Bolta  Stomatologica,,- Iasi.) 

 

 

 

Figure.  3. Images of Immediately   prosthesis in implantology – theet and implants - with 

immediate loading frontal and lateral   area.( clinical cases from ,,Dentack Implant  ,,project –

,,Bolta  Stomatologica,,  Iasi,and   also, a self casuistic -Private Dental  Practice -) 

 

 

Figure  4.  In patients with partial edentation, in which there are cranio-mandibular malrelations, 

we can use cranio-mandibular repositioning vents provided with indentations.( clinical cases from 

,,dentack implant  ,,project –Bolta  Stomatologica  Iasi.) 
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Nowadays with the higest performance of   

tehnologye, we can cross and exceed the 

existent  limits. The difficulty of patients 

with edentulous arches,and not only,,that  

is related to the absence of fixed reference 

points the  existancy and the use of ,, the 

BARI technique,, consist in a prosthetic  

stent  used to transfer implant positions: 

the implant transfer copings were blocked 

with resin to the stent and the stent-transfer 

analogs complex was repositioned on the 

excavated master model     -and evolution 

of the concept in a fully digital 

workflow. The process of luting the 

transfer to the prosthetic stent and the 

phase of master model excavation and 

analogue reposition in stone are time 

consuming at the dental chair and in the 

laboratory,is a upgrage and a comfortable 

and ergonomical method .  Using this 

approach, all the information can be 

maintained in a predictable manner, and a 

final implant-supported restoration with 

the same occlusion as the one tested with 

the provisional diagnostic dentures can be 

delivered to the patient.  [22-25]                                                                                                 

The possibility of dealing with a fully 

digital protocol makes this process easier 

and fasterAnother advantage of the digital 

environment is its flexibility to produce a 

CAD/CAM or a 3D-printed hybrid 

prosthesis. The diffusion of 3D printers in 

the dental labs and offices is constantly 

growing, and the possibility to rapidly 

produce a prosthesis is promising  and also 

represents a objective resolve  like  the 

craniomandibular  position  and the  

profilactic principle reached.[26-29] 

CONCLUSION  

Provisional restorations are an important 

and often challenging part of implant 

dentistry. the fact .The provisional 

restorations need to maintain an acceptable 

function and esthetic appearance until a 

permanent restoration can be placed, they 

serve as placeholders to prevent migration 

of neighboring teeth and extrusion of 

opposing teeth. They are also very   

important for esthetichal point  of  view 

and in order to  determining the best 

restorative design for the given scenario 

and also, providing a template for soft-

tissue contouring and maturing. 
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